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Chris Harvey

From: ��� [niky5784@e-ctk.com]
Sent: Sunday, December 23, 2007 9:05 PM
To: charvey-tcb@ccsemc.com
Cc: 'Claire Hoque'; Mike.Kuo; koreacoco@e-ctk.com
Subject: WIBRAIN,INC., FCC ID: VVHB1,  Assessment NO.: AN07T7432, AN07T7451_updated file

Attachments: [B1] Part List.pdf; [B1] Label and Location.pdf; [B1] User Menual.pdf

[B1] Part List.pdf 
(131 KB)

[B1] Label and 
Location.pdf (5...

[B1] User 
Menual.pdf (2 MB)

Dear Chris Harvey

I update from the application in CCS Web today as you required about #1, #2, and #3 Please
see the attached file
#1 => Updated menual( removed HSDPA/UMTS/GSM/GPRS/EDGE/Mobile WiMax ); this model is not 
contained above module
#2 => removed GSM module, GSM Ant
#3 => Updated label and location

Also, I update the WLAN - DTS portion ( Assessment No;AN07T7432 ) and Bluetooth - DSS 
portion (Assessment No;AN07T7451) separately

Shipping date of the this model is the December 27 Please complete  until the date 

I need your help
I'm sorry to request hurriedly 

Merry Christmas!
I hope all your wishes will come true in this holiday

Thanks 

Best regards,
Hyun Chae
 

-----Original Message-----
From: charvey-tcb@ccsemc.com [mailto:charvey-tcb@ccsemc.com]
Sent: Saturday, December 22, 2007 3:12 AM
To: joonpak@e-ctk.com
Cc: charvey-tcb@ccsemc.com; niky5784@e-ctk.com
Subject: WIBRAIN,INC., FCC ID: VVHB1, Assessment NO.: AN07T7432, Notice#2

Dear You Hyun-Chae,

Thank you very much for your reply.  I have continued the review the application and still
find the following items that need to be addressed:

1. The Users Manual still references HSDPA/UMTS/GSM/GPRS/EDGE/Mobile WiMax operations, 
however, this time in the Product Specifications portion of the manual.  The Parts List 
also references GSM Module.

2. Please note as mentioned earlier that the Parts List exhibit is not necessary for this 
application.  The Parts List will continue to be reviewed unless you respond in writing to
remove the Parts List exhibit from the application.
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3. The label location exhibit shows the label contained in the battery compartment.  In 
order for this to be accepted, you must provide a declaration that the label will be 
visible at the time of purchase and before the first use (for example the battery must be 
installed before the first use.).  Please either provide the declaration or submit a 
revised label location to meet FCC requirements.

Please answer the questions above and submit replacement exhibits.

Please note that Assessment # AN07T7432 is being reviewed as the WLAN - DTS portion of 
this device.  While you have submitted the exhibits for the Bluetooth - DSS portion of 
this device, you must still file another application, with another Assessment #, for this 
Bluetooth - DSS portion as Claire described yesterday.

The items indicated above must be submitted before processing can continue on the above 
referenced application. Failure to provide the requested information within 30 days of the
original e-mail date may result in application dismissal and forfeiture of the filing fee.
Also, please note that partial responses increase processing time and should not be 
submitted. Any questions about the content of this correspondence should be directed to 
the e-mail address listed below the name of the sender. 

Best regards, 

Chris Harvey
Charvey-tcb@ccsemc.com 


